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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes a new method for a three dimensional fuzzy model of pilot's performance for 
guarding a territory with a short-distance between two aircraft in an air combat task with a gun. A third-order 
nonlinear point mass vehicle model is considered for an aircraft's flight dynamics. The desired value of the 
velocity, the flight path and the heading angles are obtained from some derived equations and rule bases 
developed in this paper. The physical control parameters are computed through a mean square error scheme. 
To model pilot's performance and generate a complicated offensive maneuver in an air combat, we need to 
imitate pilot's decisions making performance. The proposed model shows promising performance in all 
scenarios in which two aircraft can hold in an air combat. This model employs a time optimal combination of 
classic pursuits when needed. This makes our model very powerful. We consider two cases for modeling, the 
first one is the model of the pilots with constant specific energy and the other is with time varying specific 
energy. Finally, this paper proposes a new 3-Dimentional flight simulator. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

In the past, pilots have to obtain all necessary data and 
information only through their senses. Technology 
improvements cause to change the figure of the air 
combat. Nowadays, electronics and control systems 
decrease role of pilots in an air combat task.  

The first method employed to model an air combat was 
optimal control strategy. For example, [1] employed 
concepts of differential game theory for developing an 
optimal pursuit-evasion problem between two aircraft.  
Another application of differential game theory to pursuit-
evasion problem is an air combat between two aircraft for 
a long-range missile duel reported in [2]. An optimal 
guidance law was derived in [3] for a vehicle pursuing a 
maneuvering evader with the assumption that a complete 
knowledge of the evader's motions is available to the 

pursuer. Reference [4] proposed a non-fuzzy based 
approach that introduces a way to produce an optimal 
flight path preference in one-to-one air combat in which a 
multistage influence diagram models the pilot’s sequential 
maneuvering decision. 

The model provided by the differential game theory in 
an air combat modeling is not reliable enough to represent 
the performance of the pilot. Intelligent based techniques 
have also been used to imitate the problem of pilot’s 
performance in an air combat. For example, a pilot 
assistance system used in associated systems offers data 
and information to pilots [5]. An air combat between 
many aircraft has also been discussed in [6]. In [7], a 
guidance law was developed against very high-speed 
targets. A fuzzy guidance law has been proposed for 
midcourse phase based on human decision-making. A 
fuzzy guidance law for 2-D modeling offensive 
maneuvers is considered for an air combat and a two-
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phase pursuit law was presented as fuzzy "if…then…" 
rules in [8]. A three-dimensional fuzzy guidance law for 
generating a complex offensive maneuver against a 
maneuverable evader is presented in [9]. Reference [10] 
presented a new method for pilot’s performance modeling 
using both, the classic and the fuzzy methods. These 
models can be used in a real time manner and its 
performance is quite the same as the pilot's performance. 
An intelligent method based on fuzzy computation is 
presented in [11] and the capture rate of the presented 
model is higher than that of the one given in [5]. [12] 
employed 2-dimentional fuzzy differential game theory to 
model pilot’s performance in guarding a territory. A 
method based on fuzzy differential game theory was 
developed in [13] for modeling the pilot's performance in 
guarding a moveable object. The models proposed in [12, 
13] perform quite differently from the pilot’s 
performance. 

[18] presented a concurrent fuzzy-neural network 
approach combining unsupervised and supervised 
learning techniques to develop the Tactical Air Combat 
Decision Support System. [19] developed an evaluation 
approach based on the technique for order Performance 
by similarity to ideal solution to help the air force 
academy choose optimal initial training aircraft in a fuzzy 
environment. [20] modeled the air combat effectiveness 
assessment problem as a multi-criteria decision making 
problem. An improved Fuzzy C-means algorithm is 
applied to classify the multi-target in the air combat, and 
divides them into several colonies averagely in [21].  

In this paper, we propose a new 3-D fuzzy based 
method to model pilot's performance for guarding a 
territory in a short distance air combat with a gun. A set 
of fuzzy "if …then" rules and some classic equations can 
model pilot’s decisions in an air combat task. The desired 
value of the velocity, the flight path and heading angles 
are obtained from some rule bases and equations. The 
physical control parameters are computed through a mean 
square error scheme. The computer simulations provide 
an encouraging validation of the proposed model. 
Mimicing pilot's maneuvering in an air combat is one of 
the advantages of the presented model. 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follow: 
Section 2 presents the problem statement. Section 3 
discusses the aircraft model. Section 4 presents the 
linguistic model of pilot's performance. Section 5 presents 
the fuzzy model of the guarding pilot. Section 6 presents 
Real-time simulation program. Simulation results are 
shown in section 7 and finally Section 8 concludes the 
paper. 
2.  THE PROBLEM STATEMENT  

Here, we consider the situation given in figure 1. Two 
aircraft (P and E) are engaged in a combat task in which 
the P aircraft tries to guard the territory and the other one 
is in the offensive mode. The P aircraft has an energy 

advantage and further two aircraft can maneuver in the 
three dimensional space. The flight dynamics of both 
aircraft are governed by the third-order nonlinear point 
mass equations fully discussed in section 3. Being more 
realistic, we consider here the two aircraft both have 
thrust, velocity and turn radius limitations. The problem is 
to find a model of pilot's performance that puts the E 
aircraft in its rear hemisphere and then tries to put target 
in its effective gun envelope before the E aircraft can 
arrive to the specified territory. The effective gun 
envelope shall lie between a minimum and maximum 
range. The maximum range is because of the bullet 
velocity, the rate fire and bullet aerodynamics. The 
minimum range is to avoid collision with the target or the 
target debris. The proposed model must act in a manner in 
which the P aircraft does not lose any energy in energy 
constant mode. In addition to reaching a suitable position 
for shooting, the P aircraft must not let the E aircraft to 
enter the specified territory. 

The pilots always use the constant energy mode. If the 
energy of the aircraft decreases in an air combat, the pilot 
may lose his situation advantage. The first case in which 
the constant energy mode considered, we investigate 
another case with the almost energy constant mode. With 
this assumption, we guess that the capture time decrease. 

 
Fig. 1: air combat geometry 
 

Let the position of the P aircraft be ( )ppp zyx , 

the position of the E aircraft be ( )eee zyx  and the 

position of the territory be at ( ), ,T T Tx y z  and the 

following is listed. 
Flight path angle ( )γ : the angle between velocity 

vector and horizontal plane, 
Heading angle ( )χ : the angle between projection of 

the velocity vector in X-Y plane with X-axis, 
LOS (Line of sight): direct line between 2 aircraft, 
Vertical distance: distance between P and Q point, 
Horizontal distance: distance between E and Q point, 
Lead angle ( 2ψ ): angle between projection of the 

velocity vector of pursuer ( PV ) in X-Y plane and LOS,  
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AOT ( 3ψ ): angle between the velocity vector of 

evader ( EV ) and LOS , 

Off angle ( 1ψ ):  angle between PV  and LOS , 

∆ Distance: the difference distance between two 

aircraft at times kt  and 1kt −  ,  

∆ Lead angle: the difference lead angle of the P 

aircraft at time instants kt  and 1kt − , X-distance assigned 

by )( ep xx −  difference distance along the x-axis, Y-

distance presented by )( ep yy − is difference distance 

along the y-axis, Z-distance assigned by )( ep zz − is 

difference distance along the z-axis.  
V is the airspeed, T the thrust, D the vehicle drag, L 

the lift, m the vehicle mass, g the acceleration due to 
gravity, γ  the flight pass angle, χ  the heading angle, ϕ  

the bank angle, SE  the specific energy, eE the energy 
state and H represents the height of the aircraft. The 

velocity ratio assigned by P

E

V
V  in which PV and 

EV are velocity of P and E aircraft. Distance ratio is as 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

2 2 2

2 2 2
p e p e p e

e T e T e T

x x y y z z

x x y y z z

− + − + −

− + − + −
. ρ  is the atmosphere 

density, S  is the reference area of wing, dC  is the drag 

coefficient, lC  is the lift coefficient, D  is the drag and 

L denotes the lift.  

desγ  the desired value of flight path angle and desχ is 

the desired heading angle. W  is a weighting parameter 
that is defined in section (5-2-3). 

3.  AIRCRAFT MODEL 

The point mass equations of motion for an aircraft for 
a flat non-rotating earth, thrust along the path and a 
quiescent atmosphere are given by the following 
equations [7]. 

γ
χγ

χγ

γφγ

γ
φχ

γ

sin
sincos
coscos

 )coscos(

cos
sin

sin

Vz
Vy
Vx

mg
L

V
g
mV

L

g
m

DTV

=
=
=

−=

=

−
−

=

                              (1) 

The aerodynamics drag and lift are calculated as: 

21             
2 dD V S Cρ=                              (2) 

21  
2 LL V SCρ=                                                (3) 

The motion equations of the evader are in the same 
form as those of the pursuer given in (1). The total 
"energy state" is sum of the kinetic energy and the 
potential energy. The “energy state” is calculated as:  

21
2eE mgH mV= +                                         (4) 

Eliminating the weight of aircraft from the energy state 
calculation causes the "specific energy" defined in (5). 

 
g

VHE s 2

2

+=                                                       (5) 

Where, H and V stand for the potential and the kinetic 
energy, respectively.  

4.  LINGUISTIC MODELS  

In this section, we present suitable linguistic models 
for both P and E aircraft. To do so, we are required to 
comply with the assumptions made in section (2), expert 
decisions as well as the pilot's maneuvering skill [14-17]. 
After some investigations the linguistic models are 
proposed as follows. 

The P aircraft attempt to do the out of plane maneuvers 
to put the target in its effective gun envelope before the E 
aircraft arrives at the specified territory. In this air 
combat, the guarder must avoid loss of energy. The E 
aircraft offends to the territory by diving toward it.  

In an air combat, pilots usually determine the flight 
path angle as well as the heading angle. The linguistic 
model of the guarder is summarized below. 

A.  The flight path angle 
In this case, the pilot uses lead pursuit in the flight path 

angle when the distance between two aircraft is big, but 
near the target, the P aircraft holds its nose directly on the 
target. 

B.  The heading angle 
Through some investigations, we reach to the 

conclusion that the heading angle becomes different when 
the two aircraft are head on case or head to tail case with 
the following rules: 

If AOT is more than 090 and less than 0270 , the 
aircraft is in head to tail case. Otherwise, it is in head on 
case. 

In the head on case, the pilots employ the lag pursuit 
when the x-distance is big or the y-distance is small. As 
the y-distance increases and the x-distance decreases the 
lag angle decreases. 

In the head to tail case, the pilots employ lead pursuit 
and decrease the lead angle when they are close to the 
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target. 
According to the acquired data from [14-17] and pilots 

as well, the change of the flight path angle and the 
heading angle do not share the same value of importance. 
The relative importance of the angles in an air combat is 
discussed below. 

 

C.  The relative importance of the angles 
Consider in which the E aircraft starts to dive toward 

the territory. If either the distance is big and the horizontal 
distance is small or the heading angle of the E aircraft is 
big, then the flight path angle becomes important. 

On the contrary, the heading angle becomes more 
important, if both of the vertical distance is small and the 
horizontal distance is big, Furthermore, we evaluate the 
importance of the both angles the same, if either of the 
following two cases is satisfied 1) dangerous overshoot 
may be occurred, 2) the distance is small, then the degree 
of importance of both angles become the same. 

5.  THE FUZZY MODEL OF THE GUARDER 

For designing suitable rule bases of fuzzy guidance 
block, we must use linguistic model of pilot’s 
performance and experimental data as well. The linguistic 
model is essential for designing a set of proper tables to 
establish a set of related membership functions. We 
deliver experimental data to pilots and evaluate its 
performance in an air combat task. A sample of these 
tables is given below. 

TABLE 1 
 PILOT’S NUMERICAL DATA 

X-distance 500 
Y- distance 500 
Z-distance 1000 

Input 
Data 

Lead angle 050  

desγ  060  output 
Data 

desχ  045  
According to the information mentioned in section (4) 

and numerical data, this section proposes a fuzzy model 
as depicted in figure (2). 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: 3-D fuzzy model of the guarder performance 

As observed in figure (2), the proposed model of the 
pilot has three distinct blocks: Input generator, Fuzzy 
guidance law (FGL), and the optimal converter. Each 
block is discussed below. 

A.  The inputs generator  
This block is for generating the inputs of the FGL 

block. The formulas used in this block are given below. 

1

2 2 2 2 2 2

1

( ) ( ) ( )
cos

( )(( ) ( ) ( ) )

( )cos ( )sin
tan

( )cos ( )sin

e p

e p

e p

e p p e p p e p p

p p p e p e p e p

e p e p

e p e p

x x
LOS y y

z z

Off Angle

x x x y y y z z z

x y z x x y y z z

y y x x
Lead Angle

x x y y
χ χ
χ χ

−

−

⎡ ⎤−
⎢ ⎥= −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦

=

⎛ ⎞− + − − −⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟+ + − + − + −⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞− − −
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− + −⎝ ⎠

                                                                                 (6) 

B.  The fuzzy guidance law  
This block is for generating maneuvers of guiding 

aircraft. This block includes four sub-blocks: for the 
calculation of the heading angle, for the calculation of the 
flight path angle, for the calculation of the weighting 
parameters and also the velocity prediction. The proposed 
sub-blocks are shown in figure (3). In the following 
sections, the term set vs, pb, s, ze, p, la, nb and  n are 
stand for very small, positive big, small, zero, positive, 
large, negative big, and negative value respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Fuzzy guidance law block 
 

The next subsections deliver complete details about 
figure 3. 

In the following rule bases, the membership functions 
are arbitrarily chosen as triangular and trapezoidal shapes. 
The membership function parameters have been derived 
through both the information acquired from pilots and 
references [14-17]. In the following rule bases, the 
fuzzification method is singleton, the defuzzification 
method is defined as centroid, the implication method is 
presented as min, and the aggregation method max. 
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C.   The flight path angle block 
This block is for calculation of the flight path angle in 

an air combat. According to the linguistic model given in 
section (4), the effective inputs of this block are the 
vertical and the horizontal distance, the lead angle and the 
ratio of the distance between two aircraft to the distance 
of the E aircraft from the specified territory. 

This angle has a lead angle that must be assigned by 
the pilots. The flight path angle without the lead angle can 
be calculated as considering the definition of the section 
2. 

pdes cedishorizontal
cedisvertical γγ += − )

tan     
tan      (tan 1               (9) 

desγ  is the desired flight path angle of the P aircraft 

and pγ  is the actual flight path angle of the P aircraft. 

The desired flight path angle with the lead angle is 
determined as: 

pdes cedishorizontal
Mcedisvertical γγ +

+
= − )

tan     
tan     (tan 1           (10) 

The parameter M indicates the amount of lead angle 
required for a high capture rate. It is calculated from a set 
of rule bases developed in this paper and the inputs to 
these rule bases are the distance between two aircraft, the 
vertical distance and distance ratio. A sample of the rules 
is shown below. 

if(distance is ze)and(vertical_distance is not ze)then(M is p) 

The descending rule base contains 10 rules.  

D.  The heading angle 
This block is for calculation of the desired heading 

angle of the P aircraft in an air combat task. The inputs of 
this block are the x-distance, the y-distance, the vertical 
distance and the distance between two aircraft. The pilots 
employ the lead angle. The desired heading angle without 
consideration of the lead angle can be derived as: 

1 _ tantan ( ) 
_ tandes

X dis ce
Y dis ce

χ −=                                   (11) 

According to the linguistic model given in the section 
(4), in the head on case, the P aircraft uses lag pursuit. 
The desired heading angle can be calculated as: 

1 tantan ( )
_ tandes
Y dis ce

X dix ce N
χ − −

=
+

                            (12) 

A rule base calculates the parameter N. The inputs of 
this rule base are the distance and the horizontal distance. 
In the head to tail case, the P aircraft uses the lead pursuit. 
In this case the desired heading angle can be calculated 
as: 

1 _ tantan ( )
_ tandes

Y dis ce N
X dis ce

χ − +
=                                (13) 

The parameter N is also obtained from a set of rules 
whose inputs are the x-distance, the z-distance and the y-
distance. A sample of the rules is shown below. 

if(distance is ze)and(horizontal_distance is not ze)then(N is p) 

The heading angle rule base contains 10 rules.  

E.  The weighting parameter  
According to the linguistic model discussed in section (4), 
the inputs to this block are the horizontal and the vertical 
distance, the velocity ratio, the lead angle, the change of 
the lead angle, the flight path angle of the P aircraft and 
the change of the lead angle. A sample of the rules is 
shown below. 

If(horizontal_distance is not s)or(gama is not s)or(velocity_ratio 
is not la)then(W is teta) 

“W is teta” in the above rule, means that χ is important 
in this situation. The climb weighting parameter rule base 
consists of  17 rules.  

F.  Velocity prediction 
This block is for the velocity prediction in which the 

specific energy is constant. According to the constancy of 
energy in the P aircraft, we first take the derivative of (2) 
and then use the equation (1) to obtain (14). 

sinV g
T D

γ= −
=

                                                         (14) 

According to this equation the maximum values of the 
thrust and the drag are equal. Here, we must consider a 
velocity limitation as follows.  

If the velocity given in (14) is smaller than pMinV , we 

must use the following equation. 
0=V                                                                     (15) 

G.  The optimal converter block 
If the specific energy is constant then this block is for 

converting the desired values of the state variables to 
corresponding the physical inputs of the aircraft dynamics 
such as the thrust, the lift and the bank angle. These 
variables should satisfy the following relationship. 

2 2{ ( ( 1) ) ( ( 1) ) }
s.t.    , 90 90                 

des des

Max

Min W k k
L L

γ γ χ χ
ϕ

+ − + + −

≤ − ≤ ≤
 

                                                                                 (16) 
The condition maxLL ≤ states that the P aircraft will 

not lose any energy, L is the required lift and MaxL  
represents the valid maximum lift that can be obtained as: 

2
2

0

2 2

( 0.5 )             
2

( sin ) ( cos )

Max Max D
SVL T C S V
K

L mV mV mg

ρρ

χ γ γ γ

= −

= + +

 

                                                                                (17) 
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where K is a constant value. In the varying specific 
energy, we can input the derived the specific energy in 
equation (16). If the specific energy is almost constant 
then the previous equations and the prediction block is not 
valid and the velocity, the thrust, the lift and the bank 
angle are determined as follow. 

 
2

1

2
2

2

m ax m ax

{ ( ( 1) ( ))

( ( 1) )

( ( 1) ) }

. .  0 , ,  
2 2

s s

d es

d es

M in W E k E k

W k

k

s t T T L L

χ χ

γ γ
π πϕ

+ −

+ + −

+ + −

< ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤
 

 

                                                                              (18) 

( 1) ( ) ( sin ( ))S
T DV k V k T g k

m
γ−

+ = + +      (19) 

where 1 2,WW  are the energy constancy parameter and 

the weighting parameter, respectively. The MaxL can be 
determined from V-n Diagram as mentioned in [14]. By 
using the equations (1) through (5), we can rewrite the 
equation (18) as:  

2 2
2

1

2
2

2

max max

( 1) ( )( ( ( 1) ( ) )
2

( ( ) )

( ( ) ( ( ))) )  

. .       0 , ,
2 2

s
des

s
des

V k V kMin W z k z k
g

T LSinW k
mVCos

gT LCosk Cos k
V mg

s t T T L L

ϕχ χ
γ

ϕγ γ γ

π πϕ

+ −
+ − +

+ − − +

− − −

< ≤ ≤ − ≤ ≤

                                                                                   

(20) 

6.   REAL-TIME SIMULATION PROGRAM 

In order to visually represent the simulation process in 
real-time, we developed a computer program under 
Windows operating system using C++ language. This 
program has two major modes. The first mode is real-time 
simulation of the flight, which user can change input 
values using the provided GUI controls and see the effects 
instantly. The second mode is simulation of two airplanes 
in fight, which gets simulation results from MATLAB 
and updates the scene, respectively. In both modes, we 
can see the scene in 3D. 

Program consists of two main blocks, the primary one 
handles GUI events and updates 3D scene, and the 
secondary one solves equations of motion. The 
relationship between the two threads is shown in figure 
(4). 

 
Fig. 4: the view of the simulator programming 
 

As shown in the above diagram, the program has 4 
major modules: 

GUI module: handles GUI events and user interaction 
ODE Solver module: solves system of differential 

equations 
States module: defines state variables of the airplane 

and equations of motion 
3D Graphics module: updates 3D scene 

 
Fig. 5 the view of the simulator 

7.   SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we consider the performance of the 
proposed model. The P and E aircraft parameters are 
given below [7]. 

5
0

4 2
0

0

10 ; 0.179; 200 ;

10 , 26 ; 120

0.0169; 0.8, 60

Max p

e

d pMin

mT N k V s
mm kg S m V s
mC V sρ

= = =

= = =

= = =

 

The pilots approved the simulation results of the fuzzy 
modeling. The simulation results easily approve the high 
capability of the proposed model for capturing the E 
aircraft in all cases before the E aircraft enters the 
guarding territory. 

We first consider the case in which the specific energy 
is constant. The simulation results show that the thrust 
and lift performance are approximately the bang-bang 
type and our method performs near time optimal 
performance. The guarding territory is located at (10000, 
0). The following cases are further investigated.  
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1) Head to tail case: in order to check how good our 
model performs, we consider the following cases. The P 
and E aircraft are initially located in (-500, 0, 5000) and 
(0, 0, 5000), respectively with initial lead angle equal 
to 00 . Figure (6) shows the capability of the model in 
generating a near time optimal performance combination 
of the vertical lead turn and the horizontal lag turn 
regularly done by pilots. 

 

 
 
Fig. 6: the path produced by proposed model 
 

2) Head on case: The P and E aircraft initially located 
in (5000, 4000, 5000) and (0, 0, 5000),  respectively and 
the initial lead angle is 0180 . Figure (7) plots the 
performance of the proposed model in generating an 
optimal time combination of the classic maneuver. In this 
case, we easily see that the P aircraft initially uses out of 
plane lag turn and then employs a classic maneuver to 
gain angular advantage. To see how robust our method is 
against noise, we consider the P and E aircraft initially 
located in (5000, 5000, 5000) and (0, 0, 5000) 
respectively while the inputs of the P aircraft are 
contaminated by noise. We consider the inputs of the 
input generator block are signals. The signal to noise ratio 
is 90%. Finally to show the proposed model behaves in a 
bang-bang mode, at the first simulation, we consider the P 
and E aircraft initially located in (-2000, 1000, 5000) and 
(0, 0, 5000) respectively in figure (8). Figure (9) shows 
the thrust and the lift and the bank angle are the bang –
bang type.  

 
Fig. 7: the path produced by proposed model in first simulation 

 

 
Fig. 8: Thrust, Lift and bank angle variation of aircraft P during 
a maneuver in the first simulation 

 

 
Fig. 9: Thrust, Lift and bank angle variation of aircraft P during 
a maneuver in the second simulation 
 

Then in the second simulation, we consider the 
situation in which the specific energy is almost constant.  
At the third simulation, we consider the following cases. 
The P and E aircraft are initially located in (-1000, 500, 
5000) and (0, 0, 5000) respectively with initial lead angle 
of 00 and  1 1W = . Figure (10) shows the capability of 
the proposed model in generating a near time optimal 
performance combination of the vertical lead turn and the 
horizontal lag turn regularly done by pilots. In this case, 
the Thrust, the Lift and the bank angle are shown in figure 
(11). 

 
Fig. 10: the path produced by proposed model with almost 
constant energy in the third simulation 
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Fig. 11: Bank angle, Thrust and Lift aircraft P during a 
maneuver with almost energy constant in the third simulation 
 

From figure (11), it is clear that the change in the bank 
angle, the thrust and the lift are not acceptable. This 
shows that the model with this assumption is not correct. 
Finally the proposed model applied in software simulator 
is shown in figure (12) where the red aircraft wants to 
pursuit the blue one. 

 
Fig. 12: the view of the simulator 
 
8.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an intelligent model for modeling of the 
pilot’s performance for guarding a territory is finally 
derived. This model is a combination of the classic model 
and the fuzzy modeling in which the fuzzy model allows 
us to model uncertainty and imprecision of the pilot’s 
knowledge; this is suitable for guarding a territory and 
generating complex maneuvers in an air combat task. The 
model employs a near time optimal combination of the 
classic pursuits. The pilots approved that the fuzzy model 
can mimic the pilot's performance in an air combat. This 
is the advantages of the proposed model. The computer 
simulations provided an encouraging validation of the 
proposed model in the constancy energy mode. The 
simulation results showed that the proposed model is not 
performable when the specific energy is almost constant. 
The proposed simulator has promising performance. 
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